
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
design engineer principal. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for design engineer principal

Interface with multiple functional disciplines for design input, requirements
and potential solutions to problems
Effective communication and teaming with other departments and customers
Provide work direction to technicians and CADD designers for design,
development and verification activities
Act as a liaison with external suppliers to insure continuity of product supply
by resolving supply and quality issues
Ensure understanding of all quality policy/system items that are personally
applicable
Ability to work others internationally and travel globally
At an early stage of the project, collect input from the Technical Leader to
define scope of work for related container components development
Drive design development activities throughout these innovative projects on
container components (geometry, material and process) by conducting
appropriate studies & data analysis, identifying/analyzing/escalating technical
issues when appearing, actively participating to the technical risks mitigation
activities, leveraging technical experts and Subject Matters Expert when
appropriate
Take ownership of engineering activities related to component design such as
system requirements definition, concept selection & prototyping, functional
performance evaluation, design space definition
When needed, organize and coordinate activities involving other project
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Qualifications for design engineer principal

Hands on layout experience in various analog modules like PLLs, data
converters, serial interfaces and other high-speed layouts
Should have a very good idea of the fabrication technology and how layout
effects gets translates to circuit impacts
Should be able to understand the circuit aspects and should be able to
translate it into layout care abouts and should able to guide junior engineers
on these aspects
Should have worked as lead for small teams(3-5) at least for a few years
Should be proficient in all CAD tools related to Analog layout
Must have good communication skills and should be team player


